One of the still uncertain and debated questions about Jupiter is the origin of its excess heat. Understanding the source of such heat will certainly shed some light on the physics of the interior of the planet and on scenarios of its formation. Recent measurements of sound velocities in Jupiter show substantial disagreement with the existing models for the Jovian interior. Analysis of these measurements suggests that helium (He) sedimentation (through H-He phase separation) is plausible in the planetÏs interior, contrary to what is believed from numerical calculations of H-He mixture at conditions prevailing in JupiterÏs deep interior. This signals the need for a revision of the existing models of Jupiter and allows for new models to be explored. While He sedimentation might help shift the calculated sound velocities toward the observed ones, we Ðnd that it cannot explain the excess heat. Here, we analyze the consequences of deuterium (D) sedimentation on JupiterÏs excess heat and discuss its e †ects on the sound proÐles. Such a sedimentation is assumed to have occurred in the early stages of planet formation (here the core-instability model) through planetesimal vaporization in the deeper parts of the envelope. Our interest in investigating D sedimentation resulted from the recent extrapolations of D-D, D-T, D-3He, and p-D fusion to electron volt temperatures, which indicate that D-D fusion largely dominates the other reactions under conditions thought to prevail in the interior of early Jupiter. We Ðnd that with a modest degree of interior stratiÐcation of D (5%È15% of the total D of the planet), D-D burning naturally explains the excess heat given o † by the planet. For our model to operate, we Ðnd that D sedimentation must occur during the early stages of planet formation (core-instability scenario) when interior temperatures of 16È18 eV where available. Our model is applied to the family of the Jovian planets as a whole.
INTRODUCTION
The most common explanation for the origin of the excess heat given o † by Jupiter (about 3 ] 1024 ergs s~1) is through the release of gravitational potential energy associated with the planetÏs contraction (Hubbard 1984 ; Podolak, Hubbard, & Pollack In such models, the planet is 1993). convective and of homogeneous composition. There are still many uncertainties related to the onset of convection in the interior of Jupiter. (1) For example, such models yield ages of 5.1 Gyr for the planet, which seems difficult to reconcile with the age of the solar system, i.e., 4.5 Gyr. Recently, et al. showed that a radiative zone in the Guillot (1995) atmosphere of JupiterÈwhich reconciles the age of the planet with the age of the solar systemÈcauses departure from the assumed adiabatic interior proÐle. (2) These models cannot explain the strong magnetic Ðeld at the planet surface, as well as its high multipoles, measured by Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 & Ness (Busse 1976 ; Acun8 a & Salpeter argued that the Coriolis 1976). Stevenson (1976) 1 CITA National Fellow, Canadian Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics, University of Toronto, 60 Saint George Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1A7, Canada ; rouyed=ap.stmarys.ca.
force might be strong enough to inhibit the onset of convection.
attempted to explain the excess heat Horowitz (1991) using cold p-D fusion rates in dense metallic hydrogen in both liquid and solid states. He found the rate far too small to contribute signiÐcant heating. Likewise, the intrinsic luminosity from the decay of long-lived radioactive isotopes in the core falls short of the observed value by more than 2 orders of magnitude Hence, the source of (Hubbard 1980) . the excess energy in Jupiter is still uncertain and debated.
Observations of atmospheric abundance of He in Jupiter suggest that 30% of the total He is missing from the atmosphere, possibly rain out into the interior et al. (Guillot This leads us to believe that the release of gravita-1995). tional binding energy through element sedimentation could provide an energy source in Jupiter, and it suggests that JupiterÏs interior might be quiet and chemically stratiÐed.
Element separation was then investigated in the deep interior of Jupiter et al. and it is found that (Klepeis 1991), the composition should be homogeneous (Pfa †enzeller, Hohl, & Ballone These studies use numerical 1995) . approaches to analyze the physics of the H-He mixture at the high pressures and densities prevailing in JupiterÏs interior and show that He should be fully miscible in hydrogen. Even if it is the case, we estimate in that if no more°2.2 than 30% of the He is stratiÐed into the planetÏs interior (as the atmospheric measurements suggest), then it is still too low to contribute to the excess heat. This leads us to seek new models for JupiterÏs interior by investigating the consequence of D layering (deep in JupiterÏs interior) on the physics and evolution of the planet. The formation of such a layer is discussed in°2.2. We use Jupiter as the prototype in describing and explaining our modelÏs calculations. The application to Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune is done in We conclude°3. in°4.
NUCLEAR FUSION REACTIONS
Empirical measurements of fusion reaction rates are only possible at energies approaching the Coulomb barrier, i.e., in the tens of keV range. However, these results can be extrapolated to the lower electron volt temperatures with the use of quantum mechanical scattering theory. The fusion cross section for nuclei of charges and and Z 1 e Z 2 e reduced mass m can be shown to decrease exponentially according to the modiÐed Gamov formula (Schi † 1949) ,
where the astrophysical constant S(E) varies slowly with the center of mass energy E, and
By comparing the above with experimental results, the function S(E) can be deduced (Duane 1972 ; Book 1987 ; Peres The latest study employs R-matrix scat-1979 ; Hively 1979). tering theory based on compound nucleus formation and examines the data from all reaction channels & Hale (Bosch For example, the 4He compound nucleus produced 1992). during D-D fusion can also be obtained via p-3He and n-3He channels. As such, the data set is greatly extended.
The reaction rate density in a thermal gas/plasma can be expressed as
where and are number densities of the two nuclei n i n j species, is the Kronecker delta function and
In the above, v is the relative velocity of the nuclei, related to E classically via E \ mv2/2. 
where
and
In equations and T denotes the ion temperature in (5) (6), keV, while are the parametric Ðt constants. The energy C i dependence of in the sub-keV range has been SpvT fus plotted in An extreme temperature sensitivity is Figure 1 . apparent, some 10 orders of magnitude for a factor of 2 in temperature. Also, the reduced mass dependence entering the exponential via the B term is noteworthy. As a result, the D-3He fusion rate is insigniÐcant compared to D-D or D-T below 1 keV, owing to the greater reduced mass of the D-3He system. Likewise, p-D fusion, although possessing a lower S(E), becomes dominant below 10 eV. In the temperature range of interest in this paper (10 \ T \ 20 eV), D-D and D-T reaction rates are larger than p-D by at least an order of magnitude (as seen in Fig. 1). 2.1. Screening E †ects Electron screening enhances reactivities by a factor f e \ exp with
where is the electronic mean weight in atomic mass units k e Electron shielding enhances the D-D reacti- (Clayton 1968) . vity by at least an order of magnitude.
At the temperatures of interest, the ions, however, are treated as a classical liquid of strongly interacting ions. Screening in a classical liquid of strongly interacting ions has been studied Graboske, & Cooper We (DeWitt, 1973) . estimate the enhancement factor due to ionic screening as
so that
is the e †ective fusion reactivity. The fusion rate with screening is several orders of magnitude larger than the rate for a bare Coulomb potential.
Early Di †erentiation in JupiterÏs Interior
It is straightforward to show that in a homogeneous composition (as it is assumed in the conventional models of pointed out that close to the critical Alavi (1995) point, which signals the onset of phase separation between H and He, the behavior of will be anomalous such that c S c S may be attenuated, as needed to explain the observations. If this is indeed the case, et al. note, it goes against Alavi (1995) the orthodoxy that He is fully miscible in H under the conditions prevailing in Jupiter. Concentrating He into a layer forms a region with less pressure for given density, shifting the sound speeds in the correct direction. Of relevance to our work, the question remains of whether the abovementioned physics helps explain the excess heat given o † by Jupiter. If H-He immiscibility is needed to explain the discrepancy in sound proÐleÏs measurements and calculations, can it also contribute to the heating of the planet ? The missing element here is to estimate the amount of He that might separate from H ; neither laboratory experiments nor theoretical calculations have been performed in the extremely complex regions of the planet. That is, one can only resort to atmospheric measurements.
If a maximum of 30% of the total He stratiÐed into a layer (as the atmospheric abundance seems to indicate), we estimate the corresponding speciÐc luminosity to be D4 ] 10~7 ergs g~1 s~1, which is much lower than JupiterÏs excess luminosity (º10~6 ergs g~1 s~1). That is, in our model, He unmixing provides little heating and is too low to account for JupiterÏs excess heat.
In what follows, we present a scenario in which D-D fusion might play an important role in explaining the excess heat given o † by the planet. We also discuss the consequences of our model on the sound proÐles.
Scenario for Deuterium Sedimentation
Gravitational settling by di †usion is inefficient for transporting D from the surface to the interior. We estimate the coefficient of di †usion for D to be to 10~3 cm2 D HD D 10~2 s~1 under JupiterÏs interior conditions. That is, the di †usion timescale is such that Gyr. Note that in case (t DHD ) t DHD ? 4.5 of D, the di †using species is HD, not D, since HD dissociation can only occur when substantial degeneracy is reached. We go on now to discuss what we consider to be a plausible scenario for D sedimentation.
There are two means for forming the giant planets ; coreinstability model (core formation through planetesimal accumulation) and gas-instability model. However, the existence of a number of severe problems has greatly lowered the likelihood that any of our giant planets formed by gaseous gravitational instability (we refer the interested reader to a review by Boss 1989).
In the core-instability model, itÏs important to remember that the planetesimals and gases werenÏt spatially separated from one another (except maybe when the core mass was not more than a few
As the envelope grew in mass, M Earth ). the planetesimals were slowed down by gas drag before reaching the core, heated and vaporized by radiation from the shock in front of them. That is, a signiÐcant fraction of the planetesimals that formed the giant planets, especially the later arriving ones, were dissolved in their envelopes & Pollack (Bodenheimer 1986) . While this process is usually mentioned as a mechanism for enhancing the abundance of certain gas species in the envelope (later in the accretion process), we suggest here this same mechanism as a means of bringing deuterium compounds (D compounds) into the deeper parts of the envelope through planetesimal vaporization early in the accretion process. Once in the deep interior, D compounds are easily dissociated/ionized releasing D, which is then free to settle into a layer.
In this process there could exist signiÐcant molecular weight gradients within the deeper parts of the envelope just above the forming core. It also has the e †ect of decreasing the internal pressure (in addition to He sedimentation through droplets rain out ; see previous subsection) and increasing the mean molecular weight, shifting the sound speed toward lower values, as observed. To estimate the exact amount by which the sound speed is decreased (20% attenuation is needed to match observations), one needs to await improved equation of state of matter at the conditions dealt with here.
In our model the amount of D needed in the deep interior is only at the level of 10% of the total D of the planet (°2.3). Little can be said about the amount of D released in the above scenario since a detailed and a full analysis of the above process is required. For the moment, we restrict ourselves to assuming that such processes/numbers are possible. In a very simplistic approach, we expect the D to be above the He layer, which itself is surrounding the solid core of the planet mainly composed of rock and iron, as well as more volatile material components such as and possibly
the total mass of D in the layer may be written as
where is the percentage of the total D mass of the planet c D that is stratiÐed into a central layer starting from up (M D ) r 0 to where T stands for top. This equation allows us to r T , estimate the thickness of the layer, which we Ðnd to be no more than a few kilometers in our model. Because JupiterÏs solid core extends up to we roughly estimate the D to 0.2r J start above the He layer at a radius around r 0^0 .4r J . For simplicity, we will Ðrst assume that the D stratiÐed into a uniform pure layer so that is f D \ 1. Equation (12) then written as
where is the central density. o c In the next section, we investigate the D-D fusion energy release from such a simpliÐed D distribution and compute the range of temperature required for agreement with the observed excess heat. First, we mention that D-T fusion reactions turned out to be negligible compared to D-D due to the very low abundance of tritium compared to D and the very fast decay of tritium into 3He, before fusing.
D-D Fusion in Jupiter
The energy generated from the uniform distribution is
where is the D number density while is the
has been used in the above derivation. We Equation (13) used to estimate the energy generated by such equation (15) a simpliÐed layer when a di †erent percentage of the total D is stratiÐed (the D solar abundance D/H \ 2 ] 10~5 was taken). The energy generated in the D layer is shown in in terms of the central temperature for JupiterÏs Figure 2 , T c , central density of g cm~3. The observed excess o c \ 2È4 heat in Jupiter is also shown and is delimited by the dashed lines. We found that one needs to go to central temperatures around eV in order to account for the excess T c D 16È18 heat.
Models of mature Jupiter have central temperatures of 2 eV
Only during the early stages of planet (Hubbard 1984) . formation are higher temperatures (of the order of 17 eV) reached (see below for details) meaning that for our proposed model to operate, the D layer must form in the early stages of Jupiter formation, of the order of a few million years.
Maximum Central T emperature in Early Jupiter
In the core-instability scenario (which we have already preferred over the gas-instability model ; the average°2.2.1), central temperature Jupiter might have reached during its formation can be estimated as
(this is the case of rapid accumulation where cold mass fragments, initially at rest at inÐnite separation, are assembled to form the planet). is the gravi- 
Hence, with a mean atomic mass of 1.2 for an accumulated material of approximately solar composition (the usual assumption for Jupiter) we obtain a maximum central temperature of the order of 17 eV, which is within the range needed by D-D fusion to contribute to the heating of the planet. Since in the core-instability model Jupiter is substantially enriched in high-Z materials over solar composition, this might suggest that the mean atomic mass is slightly higher than 1.2 in the deeper layers of the planetÏs atmosphere, reinforcing the importance of D-D burning.
D Burnup in 4.5 Gyr
The total energy that is released in D-D fusion can be estimated as
Again, assuming that no more than 15% of the (c D \ 0.15) total D concentrates in the D layer, it would be exhausted in s^1011 yr, if consumed at the present rate E D /P exc^1 018 of excess heat observed. Since the age of Jupiter is of the order of 4.5 ] 109 yr, it appears that D burnup so far was insigniÐcant.
Exponential and Maxwellian Distributions
Exact determination of the proÐle would require f D knowledge of the H-D-He permeabilities at JupiterÏs interior conditions. However, we donÏt expect a sharp stratiÐ-cation of chemical composition, but we expect a radial mixing of various elements. Two simpliÐed proÐles, an 
while the Maxwellian distribution, centered at with width r 0 is
The total mass of D in the layer, / r0
We present in and the (1 [ f 0 ). Table 1 Table 2 e †ect of on the width of the distribution when f 0
In general, we Ðnd that a wider distribution would necessitate a higher temperature to account for the observed excess heat. In both cases, the impurity of the D layer must be less than 20%
for this mechanism to be effi-( f 0 [ 0.8) cient. For a higher impurity level (or more spread distributions), the required central temperatures are too high, requiring a mean atomic mass A impossible to account for. The average reaction times per particle (i), deÐned as
T he D-D
are listed for the channels in the D-D cycle, and for Jupiter core at 16È18 eV. A number of comments regarding reac- 
and for a known impurity is then used to (12) (20) f 0 . Equation (14) tion chaining can be made. First Tritium (T) produced from the D-Dp channel decays into 3He with a half-life of 12.6 yr, well before it has a chance to fuse with D. Second the neutrons produced in the D-Dn channel are absorbed by either protons or deuterons with an exponential decay length of (Lamarsh 1983)
The quantities and are the scattering and the absorpp S p a tion cross sections, respectively. In the present case L is of the order of meters, while the layer thickness is of the order of kilometers. Hence, nearly all neutrons are deposited in the layer. Although both D and T are produced in the neutron-capture process, the latter decays into 3He before fusing. Hence, D and 3He are the Ðnal products. The ratio of these processes
obtained from known absorption and scattering cross section data, shows that 3He production is dominant as long as there is a slight proton content in the D layer Since, 3He does not undergo D-3He fusion 0.16) . (see it is free to stratify to the He layer below or Fig. 3 ) di †use to the metallic H above.
D-D Fusion in JupiterÏs Model
Formation summarizes our proposed model for Jupiter Figure 4b formation as compared to the standard one In the (Fig. 4a) . later model, the interior temperature rises as the planet radiates energy and contracts. This process stops when internal pressures are high enough for the electron gas to become degenerate and the planet is supported by the nonideal pressure. The interior temperature then declines as the planet radiates energy and contracts into todayÏs Jupiter
In our scenario, D-D fusion switches on (Hubbard 1984) . (or becomes important) when is reached and provides T c,max an energy source.
Since the maximum temperature reached during contraction is very close to the degeneracy temperature of Jupiter the pressure equation of state is insensitive (Hubbard 1984) , to the temperature in both scenarios. That is, as Jupiter shrinks to todayÏs size, in the standard model the planet cools, while in our model D-D fusion keeps it hot. The Ðnal radius reached by the planet must be identical in both cases. In a steady state situation is assumed : the energy Figure 4b , FIG. 4 .ÈSchematic diagram of the evolution of Jupiter. Top : Standard model where the interior temperature rises as the planet radiates energy and contracts. This process stops when internal pressures are high enough for the electron gas to become degenerate, and the planet is supported by the nonideal pressure. The interior temperature then declines as the planet radiates energy and contracts into todayÏs Jupiter. Bottom : Our model where D-D fusion switches on (or becomes important) when is T c,max reached and provides an energy source. Since the maximum temperature reached during contraction is very close to the degeneracy temperature of Jupiter, the pressure equation of state is insensitive to the temperature in both scenarios.
released by D-D fusion at the center is radiated into space at an approximately equal rate. Under such an assumption, we expect the central temperature and the D distribution to have been constant for the last 4.5 Gyr. T hat is, in the steady state case, the central temperature in mature Jupiter should reÑect the original temperature of the order of 16È18 eV.
T he Nonsteady Case
Following a temperature rise in the D layer (or in the core, in general), the D concentration must be diluted f D quickly enough to counterbalance the rise in reactivity. For and illustrate the relationship c D \ 15%, Table 1  Table 2  between and the central temperature. Such exponential x D dilution is not uncommon in solid state two-phase systems, where both solubility (S) and di †usivity (D) are governed by processes with given activation energies, Table 1 .
For of the order of a few kilometers and temperatures l D around 17 eV, we roughly estimate 
APPLICATION TO JOVIAN PLANETS
Assuming that a similar process that allowed the formation of the D layer in Jupiter had occurred in the rest of the Jovian planets, we expect D-D fusion to exist in these planets. While the total (volume integrated) element ratio in all of the planets is expected to be solar, the central density of the D in the D layer is di †erent, implying a di †erent cross section for the D-D reaction and also a di †erent screening (density enhancement), thus a di †erent energy release.
Using the simpliÐed uniform pure layer, we plot in Figure  the D will agree with a unique formation scenario for these planets, namely, the core-instability model. However, we expect the thermal structure and evolution of the planets to vary because of the obvious di †erences between the planetÏs atmospheres. Simply put, while we expect D-D fusion to be present in the interior of these planets, the mechanism of transporting such energy to the upper layers needs to be studied individually in order to incorporate the proper thermodynamics.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the very speculative idea of D-D fusion in the interior of Jupiter. We presented a scenario for D sedimentation in the interior or proto-Jupiter, through planetesimal vaporization. The D in the D compounds is released by D compounds dissociation/ionization (deep in the envelope) and is free to di †use into a layer. The main requirement for the operation of our model is for the D sedimentation to occur during the early stages of planet formation (core-instability scenario) when interior temperatures of 16È18 eV were available. Our main results are as follows :
1. The D sedimentation must occur before the central temperature starts to decline. That is, the D layer must form in the order of a few million yearsÈa notion still to be conÐrmed.
2. 5%È15% of the total D of the planet is required to stratify into the interior of the planet to contribute signiÐ-cantly to the excess heat. Nevertheless, the superÐcial depletion of D (even as high as 30% of the total D of the planet) may be observationally hard to detect.
3. There is enough D to burn for 1011 yr. D burning so far was insigniÐcant.
4. A D-D cycle is introduced with 3He as the Ðnal product. 3He is then free to stratify to the He layer below or di †use to the metallic H above. 5. Our model might be applicable to the family of the Jovian planets as a whole if these planets turned out to reach similar central temperatures during their formation. Our model will then agree with a unique formation scenario for all the Jovian planets, namely, the core-instability model. While our present model is still debatable, we argue that the uncertainties related to the physics of the interior of these planets (equation of state, H-He mixture, onset of convection) and in the models of formation of giant planets (core-instability vs. gas-instability models) leaves room for speculation.
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